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There is a love letter I am trying to write:

to a person and to her works, to a person and to her 
words, and to the through-lines that spiral between 
them—between hers between furs so that it coils up knits 
tight bumps up against so that one hundred years of time 
collapses touching in, touching on, so that one hundred 
years of time and all the days between, they ain’t no thing.
because these pieces were plucked from the tangle that is,
the tightness that can be,
when feminisms feminist like a verb like a calling,
like a thing they we do
like she do
like a thing she does
and she does too.
like the two she does
like two
like the two she do together
like the them/we/she too
like we do.

There is a love letter I am trying to write.

Between the slog of days, words come hard.
No longer possible to refuse, to deny, that words come 
from a body, from my body, and they don’t come free and 
easy, and they don’t come breezy or free.
They come hard won.
Words come hard.

And it costs me to write them and it costs me to right 
them and the writing comes at a cost and it is not just of 
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dollar bills but also of breaths and moments and time i 
don’t have and i steal time like it is theft, like thievery. and 
i am always stealing time: backside of the receipt as the 
baby pulls his feet in the carriage by the freezer doors in 
the small bourgeois marketplace where i sometimes run 
into eve, the EVE, where my mother runs into eve and she 
mentions that she knows me because she is excited 
because my mother is telling the cashier lady about the 
baby i just had, about the grandchild she is visiting (my 
mother is always telling a cashier about a grandchild 
she is visiting. or something else) and eve says hello, 
my mother comes home proud: someone in the 
neighbourhood knew her, knew us, knew our story. made 
her feel like she belonged.

eve does this.

she makes you feel like you belong: on the earth or in the 
store or on the page or in the popcorn making afternoon 
where you start to feel like almost total ineptitude failure
because you cannot pop a popcorn pot. but eve can and 
she does and she holds you in that kitchen in her cancer 
baby way and so she does and so she do and so the 
popcorn pops and so it pops.

and so baby is by these freezer doors, pulling on his toes, 
this happy baby, while i am stealing time on the back 
of this receipt and i write right here on the back of this 
receipt because it may not be a page but at least it is a 
paper and when the words come it doesn’t matter what 
you’re signing, you set up the pen and you write down 
right here write her on this receipt:
eve in the first days LA,
the spines of the books
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like color so that theory
becomes a rainbow a way of
gaybeing like theory becomes
so much fun
like it’s in color and the lit,
the fade of the paintings,
the gatherings, the gathering,
a gathering.
and maybe she was haunted then, and maybe she was 
haunted, and then there was a haunting and maybe 
the words streamed through her, and maybe they just 
streamed...

There is a purple painting I think I am in love with.
I think I am in love.

And I try to write the color and the only thing I think is of 
the jacaranda trees and how they bloomed in April in el 
distrito federal or like the chive blossom paint chip i know 
it once existed because i painted the walls in the tiny room
on north sixth that color all over except the ceiling and 
that room was where the window looked out onto the 
bricks of the building just next door and in the winter 
light the winter bricks the light they turned and it was like 
scenery to watch it and i did it from my desk in evening 
time, i would watch the wall, i’d watch it from my window. 
and that room was where i let a candle burn for seven 
days and seven nights and i let it burn inside a pail 
because my lovely german roommate would have 
conniptions if she knew i let a candle burn so long so 
seven so that i could say a prayer and that it could seal 
with fire.
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and then i wrote for eve. and that time was the first.

And the purple painting jacaranda blossom chive blossom 
Los Angeles sky in the west just past sunset on a lavender 
evening, an eve, and of course it says we like fire and we
don’t mind if it smokes and we do and i do and i did and 
i lit that candle and let it burn and it did for seven days to 
seal the prayer. And unless she is reading these words 
right now, I don’t think the german ever knew. or maybe 
she did. or maybe she is austria.

and there is a list of things i know and they must be this 
love letter too, they must be here too if i am the recorder 
then they are in the record now of how it was or of how it
was remembered then, and of a then remembering, not 
my own but that was shared that somehow is the work and 
is the story and that somehow works the story and also
makes the story work, the eve. she tells me after yale and 
after school and after photos and before so many other 
things that were still yet to come, right in between right 
there there was a first encounter then and it was in a city 
and it was in New York. and she calls them dalliances 
which seems supreme romantic and even though she 
follows saying they were so dramatic that is how a body is 
when it is young and coming out and stomping round and 
being in and loving skins and hurting hearts and crying in 
city streets because who cares if we are crying when we 
are queer and learning how to love and streets can be a 
witness then just like someone witnessing and someone 
that she knew, a friend, had learned some lesbian 
literature then and then the friend went to the library with 
the lions outside the first one the old one the one in the 
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middle of the city the main one, the one. and that person, 
friend, made a copy in a xerox machine of all the many 
pages of the book by gertrude stein. the first one. the 
QED one, the one not published until she’d died. 
that one.

and so the story began, begins.

or maybe it was earlier.
with the record.
what happens when a mother plays a record, a recording, 
of a poet and of his poem and of his voice and all its 
thickness and what happens when you’re little and you 
learn from this recording and you learn from this recording
that there is a month that’s cruel and that that month is 
called April and bright as it may seem, a cruelty comes in 
with all the blossoms then, and the thing about a month 
the thing is, a month you cannot skip, and it is April is the 
cruellest month and after that the child learns to see the 
springtime differently because it was on the record playing
the recording of the poet and his thickness and of the 
warning of that April, that April and it’s a thing. and, like so 
many things, an April you can’t avoid.

so somewhere there begins again a kind of tug a line a 
thing that stays and plays around the edges and the 
edges they get played with words with little phrases that 
stick and stay and that seem to have a many ways of 
being then. 
the more you say them the more you say them and the 
more you say them the more they mean. and these 
meanings live inside a mind and in a heart and in a body 
and so slowly over time they’re pulled through the body 
mind and heart and out into a world and they come 
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prancing out and romping through in the brightest of 
the colors then and the thing is, first they are like public 
secrets, attached as posters to the poles that hold the 
telephone wires in the vast metropolis that is los angeles. 
they come as posters and people see them and people 
wonder and people read them and you cannot help but 
take the words inside the mouth they go from eyes to 
mouth to voice to throat they come inside and people 
read them out and laugh to one another and maybe 
bring a friend next time to the poster by the bus stop and 
maybe ask an artist stapling posters to the poles what the 
posters mean and maybe people link it in the words and 
where they come from and if they don’t they roll around 
the brain and come again and come again and come 
again and like they come. and this was the beginning 
then.

I am trying to write a love letter: to a letter and to a light 
and to a time of day called evening and to a thing that is 
the edge of night and sometimes there is meaning.

there is a light that is los angeles that i have been trying to 
describe and you can see why they saw the light they did 
and saw the mountains and the sea and the way the
goddess light on all of it the contours and the countering 
and they called the place the angels.
los angeles.
being all because of light.
and in the winter light that is los angeles (because only 
people who know no thing will tell you this place it has no 
seasons) and i think when east coast people ask if i miss 
the seasons: why would i miss a season when the subtle 
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season shifts is shifting right before my eyes and it is a 
winter light that i am trying to describe.

and we are so run down and we could barely run if we 
were down and still somehow we had a plan, we said ok, 
it was for three and it is three and we are three and so we 
pile the three of us inside the car in the winter light right 
as it is waning, still strong sunshine and the oranges are 
blooming everywhere not in flowers but in fruit. because 
the other thing about elay is that fruit hangs heavy over 
gates and over fences and in the fall i think it’s guavas and 
in the winter the oranges come and sometimes if you’re 
lucky the grapefruits then come too. but i am occupied 
by oranges and so we pile in the car and the oranges 
and i bring apples from the store and we get to the sam 
sparrow house and it sounds like a museum but it isn’t 
though it could be it is a sound recording studio with foam 
from hardware stores all piled on like you could really have 
a mosh pit rager in the sound studio loud loud and still we 
are still and eve says hello and cocks her head and laughs
and she is pretty like she surfs and she is welcoming 
because she welcomes and i pass out apples and eve’s 
snacks are so yummy and the baby loves them and i am
worried about the baby but we are there to read and we 
never get out anymore and we never are out so even 
though the evening is coming and eve is evening us out 
and even though we are three there and we are sam and 
we are sparrow and we are jess and we are baby and we 
are reading gertrude stein and what a name and we are 
reading.

and we are bobby and we are dylan and we are kate and 
we are rachelle and we sit outside at a picnic table and the 
baby plays on the table with the five of us around and
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we bat back and forth and celeste is with us too, she 
paints, and we discuss how food it is a medicine and how 
she cooks now only with animal fat no oils because oils 
they inflame and eve is inside because she listens and she 
shushes sometimes gently and she guides the reading and 
i read for her and i want to read for her and i want to write
and write for her and this is how she feels and feeling 
is like reading like a writing then and the first time i saw 
her posters it was in the morning there is feeling and it 
was rub her coke and my friend bought these two a big 
deal birthday present for her lover and they lived above 
their bed and now they live there still and the two are still 
together and now we have a please a pease and maybe it 
was this one with rub her coke and i just fell in love with in 
the morning there is feeling,
and:

can you imagine if one day one hundred years from now 
some kindred spirit feminist queer lady beauty human who 
loves the ladies and loves the pretty ones because, come
on, who doesn’t love a pretty?
can you imagine if one hundred years from now a beauty 
love like this one queer comes up into your pages and 
pulls every now and them come strong a little line a longer 
one a long long long one come hard like a pull like a pluck 
and it comes hard and suddenly it sprays across like 
paintings because the paintings they are sprayed and 
suddenly your words you wrote one hundred years ago 
come out splashing hard across some canvases and huge 
across a big big wall in a country like scotland maybe can 
you imagine seeing your own one two phrases in big big 
yellow and orange and patriarchal poetry is how it begins 
and it parades on like peacocks like the oranges in los 
angeles in the winter and in the light and can you imagine
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how you would feel and what a fire would light inside the 
pages and in the books and is there stein inside the 
bookstore then? make them buy my books too i’d shout 
from one hundred years before to now! make them buy 
me too so they can learn to rub her coke and push against 
the stream...

Los Angeles
April, 2018.


